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The Sananda Scripts

(Vol. 3:34)

Christ governs the Earth and vibrates through every molecule of
Earth’s body making whole again. The Christ Spirit can govern your
life if you will let It, making whole again that which was subject to the
world. Accept the Christ within your heart Center and agree with that
Light. It is finished. It is done. Say that regularly without fail. From
this point on you belong to Me. I AM the Presence of Divine Love and
Increasing Light. Chosen from the Beginning, rise into higher
worlds of Reality where I AM. And in this way do you bless Earth and
shed her appearance. My children, My people, come!
At noon in Washington D.C. there is a ceremony which I have written
about as Obama is inaugurated--the passing of the Eternal Flame to
Lord Sananda and the planting of the Flame in an undisclosed vortex
on Earth. Our group here will be observing that ceremony and
reporting n it. All comes together in LOVE.

The Sananda Scripts

(Vol. 3:36)

I have good news for you this morning. We are ready to land our
spaceships in frequency zones where they will be welcomed. The
life force draining from this planet must be replaced and this
will be a job undertaken by my service as Commander-in-chief
of this planet. We will not let her die. But you must help.
Please watch all your emotions and thought forms. Keep all of
your energy wrapped in the Golden Light of the Solar Christ.
Listen for further orders as they are revealed through your
Inner Voice, the Solar Government of the I AM Presence. Be
witnesses to a new planet and a planet of Life. For those of you
who are studying the University transcripts, which address
immortality and the dissolving of the death program, here is
where you can serve most rightfully. Hold your consciousness
as an immortal, one who has overcome the last enemy and bears
witness to the lighted planet Earth. Be not afraid. All is well in
the Light and in the service of the Christ. Selah.
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World Mother Scripts

(Vol. 3: 62)

Tests are coming to regulate the action of The Son and His
Presence on this Earth. Cataclysms can simply make the way for
high-energy vortexes. Nothing is unexpected. You will be
guided to safe places of residence. There is always a place for the
divine workers of the Kingdom. We are ready to send out the
flares of light announcing the New World Governor and His
Office in the Supreme headquarters of the Son. Put nothing, no
thing! in front of your Benefactor the Holy Spirit. Be lifted in
joy and in blessing of love. Those are My words and you are My
people in the Solar Son. Guidance comes.
The Mother level has now been reached and Teachings will come
from Her post in the Center of all creation. Peace be with you.
December 13, 2008
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The Second Coming Is Here! (THE SPECIALS
After the Fall you were subject to lower forces and
remained so until the time of Israel's establishment
as a nation. From that moment on new forces began
to arrive on planet Earth. These forces of the
liberation of humanity and all life intended are
regrouping as a new wave that has entered the
system.
The mask is finally released and all humanity and
creatures of the light will be recognized as divine
and measured thus for qualification in the light
vibrations.
The sum total of this is:

Volume 4, no. 18 )

natural negative energy, bound and held in
agreement with the unification program. That
negative relationship is in coordination with the
Queen Mother or Universe Mother and cannot
be separated from the divine positive vibration
of the Creator. Thus a magnetic energy field has
been inserted within the body of the planet
Earth to permit increased balancing to take
place in all quarters of this land.

These are the
Melchizedek to you:

words

of

1. No more quarreling on the planet. You will be Dear ones, you have been lost, now you have
been found. You have been united once again
liberated from conflict.
into the magnetic field of your Creator. This
2. No disease will afflict you and cause you enables you — all life — to participate openly
suffering so as to keep you from your ascension and with conscious agreement to the Father's
Plan and to return to your image and likeness as
duties.
a full registered Melchizedek experiential son.
3. All Lightworkers, already chosen to serve as Thus the orders have gone out by decree of
teachers of the light dimension (Sixth World), will Father Melchizedek and the Council of Twelve.
be appropriated now to serve as intended from the A decision has been made through this Council
First Agreement made with Melchizedek who is the and through the Presence of Michael, your
Universe Creator, that this is a time of
author and originator of the terms hereof.
awakening and full recognition of the world of
light. Your Inner Voice will guide you and direct
4. All wars will be halted in midstream if necessary.
you as you change your consciousness and
Every possible assistance shall be given to the
become a true Melchizedek son (or Sun). Be
United Nations and the vision of a united world of
aware of this.
spiritual intent and cosmic origin.
You have entered the body of Michael, the
Universe Creator. It is His will that governs the
5. Peace will reign by the teachers of the Light land and you will be “hearing” or “knowing” His
finally agreeing to serve the highest intention of Voice soon as Creative Power. This enables you
their souls.
to lift your spirit and to coordinate your vital emotions in a ring on Earth of vital supply for all.
6. There has been a request for an increase in As the increase in assistance and overturning of
Angelic support here on Earth. This will be done. the lower energies is taking place, the negative
And no sooner was it requested in behalf of all — in resistance to the new world will be dissolved.
behalf of the long-suffering peoples and all creation Those who are not prepared for the increase of
including our beloved Mother Earth — than the light, the new light jacket being extended now,
Angelic Kingdom began to respond in numbers.
may be lifted from the planet and taught of the
new way in schools of light readied for this
7. We will remove all trace of human suffering as a purpose. Others who remain here may feel a
platform is built to accommodate the new laws of lack of identity, even confusion or a sense of
planet circuitry. Resist not the Light. This Light has paralysis. This will occur as the light dissolves
been increased to such an extent that it is the darkness and the ways of Earth are
beneficial for you to respond in positive acceptance integrated with the ways of the Light. Because of
to the direction of your soul's intent and the person the effect of the increased light upon many
of your guiding Prince of Peace.
human beings, you are asked to serve as
qualified teachers, as a guide and benevolent
8. Finally, all negativity will cease other than the
Continued on page 4
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The Second Coming Is Here!
friend to the ones who will be in the
throes of massive change.
Like a Great Wave I creep over you to
know Myself. I send My Light Angels
before Me to prepare the way. Let those
who have understanding of My program
lay down their nets and respond to the
need of My planet. And when you do this
I will provide all that you need in every
area of your service. Be clothed with
Light now and be suns of radiance. I AM
the Second Coming, the Golden Gate
has opened, the Messiah has passed
through. Give up the conflict of your
religious beliefs and come to the Truth
of Melchizedek. I AM One.

With this announcement....
The Christian term for this change into
new dimensional frequency is the
“Second Coming.” It may be termed the
entrance of the Messiah or the Sixth
World. Names and religious terms often
cause us to disagree and this
disagreement has often taken us to war
with one another. How foolish! How
childish and how utterly stupid! But as
the Apostle Paul has so ably stated,
Then we saw in part. But as the veil of
illusion lifts, we will see in wholeness.
Gather yourselves to the will of the
Creator. Lift your hearts and minds to
that One. Listen to the coordinating
Spirit of the One Voice and serve the
Hierarchy now in the field of Light as the
Incoming Christ.
Humanity has been re-identified and recreated. Help others. Know that all has
been forgiven. Can the tiny child be held
accountable? The Earth has suffered
too long. We will not let her suffer any
longer. It is the decision of the
Hierarchical Board that the Second
Coming is released which is the wave of
Christ Presence or the Universe Creator
as a Sun upon all life.
There is naught you can do to earn this.
It is done. And so it is with all life. God's
miracles perform.
Peace and good will to all.
Crystal

Remember To Do
Your Part
(THE MASTER'S PAPERS Number
111 )

The Life Center of your universe is
waiting for you to say “Yes.” This
is the control center for your
world. From ancient times unto
this hour the ways of this control
center have been explained with
the instructions Physician heal
yourself.
Entirely too much grief is being
spent on attempting to correct
what cannot be corrected. For the
work is not in correction but in
releasing. What you wish to
correct is nonexistent in Truth. Be
where I AM is the continual song
of the Creative Intelligence.
Much of what you are seeing
today is the mass consciousness
emptying of its darkness, its
congealed negative emotions.
This playing out of “Armageddon”
need not be, if we could but
remember the word “forgiveness”
and joy in that remembrance.
Vengeance is Mine, saith the Lord
does not mean that God will take
revenge. It means that you must
turn over to the God Presence any
negative feelings you have
towards anyone or anything.
Because God is not a vengeful
God. God is Love. The tribal
centers must dissolve to light that
man might know himself as one.

Sweep your house clean
Often what occurs on the spiritual
path is that the seeker skips the
important cleansing of the
Spirit—or that one
misunderstands what cleansing
truly is. When this important
aspect of God's love is not
accepted and allowed to activate,
then often is the case that the
darkness (hatred, anger, guilt,
resentment, all the negative
emotions stored in the
subconscious) continue to breed

more darkness and more
negativity.
Face your own darkness.
It will be there for you to
look at. Until you
can—and you don't need
a therapist to do
this—the love of God
cannot be truly lived on a
daily basis. Take
responsibility for your
misdeeds. Really look at
them and then permit
the Spirit of God, or Holy
Spirit, to release you
from your negative
prisons. It is important
that you do this and that
you continue on your
spiritual journey of love
and light.
Never, ever, blame
another! For blame is the
devil himself! (Devil is a
collection of negative
vibrations that appear as
darkness often termed
the Dweller on the
Threshold.) Take your
medicine and be done
with it, for you are
needed on the Christ
platform of rhythmic
Being. I AM you!
The power of forgiveness
is mighty. It will wash
over you and cleanse you
of all that is not of Truth.
See your mistakes,
where you have harmed
another, and then ask
forgiveness of the Great
Spirit, of those you have
harmed in any way. Feel
the cleansing presence of
My Spirit over you,
blessing you with My
love. This is the
groundwork for all
spirituality. You must
drink of the bitter cup to
cross into My world of
glorious Be-ing. Take
your medicine and walk

Continued on page 5
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Remember To Do Your Part
with the light. You know no one is at fault but you.
Therefore—no excuses now—right your way as a divine
one of God. Remember that if you continue to justify and
refuse to look at your own transgressions, the darkness
within can only multiply.
You are needed on the plane of light where I AM (Christ
Consciousness). There AM I. You can best help this Earth,
those about you, by living the Truth in all its abundance,
by coming clean with God and all creation. You are the
maker of a new world. Vibrate that new world and lift all
that you see and know to peace. For God is waiting for
every son.
Lastly, remember who you are: Christ, the Sun of God
emerging. You are the new beginning. Claim that place in
you! Hold fast to that place. Even as you have forgiven
others, please forgive yourself that I might be.
We are waiting. All is love in My Kingdom.
—Crystal

LIVING WITH DIMENSION AND
CHANGE
(THE MASTER'S PAPERS Number 78 )
Let's center for a moment. Go to our Christ center where all is one and
human understanding is increased to the divine, and we operate from
one mind in consideration for the all. Wherever there is conflict -- below
the conflict or in back of it or underneath it -- is change. It is always a
signal of change. And when you release your resistance to change, the
conflict ceases.
How we take change is one of the great lessons of the Order. Change
will often occur as an effort to upset a sense of false security within an
initiate or disciple. Change will often open the door to a new dimension
and a new vibration of Living Truth. Change doesn't mean indecision.
Change is an attunement.
So I ask you now, how do you react to change? Does it upset you? Are
you clinging to old ways, old thought forms? Or are you readily
adjusting to new light? Change is inevitable, and when we are building,
such as we are, change is dynamic and vital. When thoughts and
behavior patterns become too set, too ritualistic, you can count on
change! That is the way of the path.
So, change relates to detachment, doesn't it? Change also flushes up
fear and threatens the world of control and rigidity. The human ego
needs assurances. There are no assurances for the initiate other than the
Spirit Itself. I AM the only reality.
Change releases you to the creative process and to the world of instant
manifestation. And change relates to not only our world of light, but our
body of light. The Earth is changing her garb. You cannot be with her if
you are holding on to a world that is no longer valid or helpful to you.
Change is creation stirring to be. The minute change enters your life,
rejoice! You are entering into a new dimension of realization and
conscious awareness.
Crystal

The Government Is
In My Hands
THE UNIVERSITY PAPERS
Vol. 6, Number 10

You are rising into a higher frequency of
Love and Light where God's World is your
world and where the Light functions as the
Priesthood of Melchizedek and the Creator
Son. All is in readiness for this.
The movement of this New World energy
field is progressing rapidly, pushing out of its
way that which does not complement the new
frequencies of Light Intelligence.
I have released the Creator Son into
embodiment as the Solar Son's energy field
and this will correct many of the mistaken
ideas man has of Me.
You will be blessed by the presence of your
Universe Creator Michael, as He stands with
you in vibrant image as the Son of God in you.
God's World encircles you. The Fire of new
creation rises as a luminous cloud and the
Earth takes her position as Queen of planets.
Open your consciousness, your mind and
your heart, to the First Government of the
Light. As the neighboring planets wait,
Mother Earth receives Creator Michael and is
enveloped in His Love.
The Presence of Michael on
Earth
Once your Universe Creator walked this
planet in harmony with its existence and saw
the anger in His people and the dangers that
had befallen them. And in this time when He
walked and served as Jesus the Christ, He saw
the need—the necessity—to change His life
into that which would become all life. When
He saw the shadows upon the earth and that
which had inflicted it, He knew "I must
return." This He is doing at this time. He will
be serving all life in His return and He will
glorify His body.
The heavenly spheres have known that He
would come again. And those who have

Continued on page 6
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The Government Is In My Hands
sought Him have received His promise
that it would be so.
The "return" does not mean that the
Creator will appear in a physical body.
What it means is that His power and
incorruptible Presence will fill this Earth
and emancipate her. All will feel His
Presence and many will fall down on
their knees to worship. "The King has
come!" Great Angels will carry His
powerful and glorious emanation. The
souls of light will know Him as He smiles
upon earth. This moment is about to be
experienced. "Christ Michael has come!"
will be the shout from the heavens to
earth. Light cities will appear and a
fountain will flow from the heavens to
the earth. Such is the time we are
approaching.
The heavenly Presence of the Universe
Creator, Michael, has been foretold for
eons. Many religions have stories about
it; the First Peoples (indigenous peoples)
have long predicted this fulfilling
moment in their own tongues and oral
traditions.

The Body of Christ, A
Dimension Fulfilled
Now rise, My people, into a New Land.
Let it be formed of My Life as the Solar
Son and the Creator of all Life.
The blessed Suns of your solar system are
prepared and ready to receive My Life
Energy in the form of Sananda. As you
feel the rays of your sun and partake of its
healing energy and love, know that you
now are receiving by Me the First
Government of the Light.
As the Incoming Light fills all creation
and vibrates the Solar Christ or
SANANDA, all cities will be built of light
and all My creation will turn to love.
As the Solar embrace continues, changes
occur rapidly. Each day is marked by My
Spirit. My intensity grows stronger and I
fill all earth, as a lover fills his bride. I

come now to unify and to bless all
creation with the Mother's Fire of
Love and Light. I have waited. Now I
come.
Let not one day go passed that you do
not think of Me. In this way do you
assist the Incoming Light and the
Solar grounding of My Son-Sun.
The Body of Christ is the incoming
Intelligence and Solar release of the
Universe Creator, who was Jesus the
Christ in embodiment 2000 years
ago. Let the news of My coming
spread. Let every window be clean.
This time I stay.

the planet.
Have the Heart of Christ.
And so give birth to a new
nation under God, for you
have come to do this. LEAVE
MY ANIMALS ALONE.
They have services to render.
Only those close to the earth
understand what I AM
saying at this time. Your soul
knows. Listen to your soul
and the compassion of the
Heart.

The Holy Spheres of
Light and Love

Blessed are they who have
served the Light. Now I come
and with Me, the Mighty
Angels of Rehabilitation and
Rebirth.
A Ring of Fire has been
placed around Earth that will
protect her as she forms a
new energy field, the Christ
Body. The Solar Energy that
will encase her is a ring-passnot. This enables the Ancient
of Days to be with her. He
oversees this miraculous
ascent of Earth and the
rebuilding of her molecular
structure that all may receive
the Light as Creator Michael,
your Universe Father.
All is in readiness for this
great event to occur and be
realized.

The Ring of Fire

My Intelligence reigns. I AM the
Creator and I AM the Overseer of this
planet's shift into light realms. The
searing of the light is penetrating
every nook and cranny of this planet
as she is helped to regain her status in
the Solar System and Galactic
councils. BE AWARE OF THIS
because it will influence many
decisions that are made from this
time henceforth.
Have regard for all life, as you will
find that all is respected and
recognized within the new
government. You are accustomed to
believing that you, as a human being,
are justified in disregarding the
environmental harmony and rights
of all God's kingdoms. Now you will
learn that God appears through all
life and is hurt by your injustices and
Peace on earth and true love
misunderstandings. We, as the
to all.
Primary Council in charge of Life
Sananda
Intended, will not and can not
tolerate the suffering that has been
inflicted upon those who cannot
defend themselves. Nature will not
tolerate this, nor will the new Christ
Government. That is official. You
must change your ways to remain on
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What Is Happening Now
(SOLAR NEWS Volume 5, Number 8) Universe Father, will begin. Solen Creative Power (the Mother's
Aum Solen.
Life Circuit). The Law of the
All My lambs will be gathered n e w l i g h t d i m e n s i o n i s
Peace be with you.
community minded and it will
to Me,
I AM Sananda speaking.
and we will walk this planet only act in behalf of the planet
You are entering a new
and the Christ (Solar) Body.
together
formation of Creative Power,
The Kingdom of Heaven is at
in one body. There will be
hand! Make a friend of the new
which will assist you in your
presence
of intelligent energy
forces
of
light
assignment.
released on this land and the that is flowing into your planet.
Be conscious of this.
It is a magnetic energy field
rays
It is community conscious
that carries with it the
of
My
Being
will
give
this
land
and will take direct instruction
ascension.
Her
life
There is an encasement of this
from your higher self.
forevermore.
new radiating energy field
Sananda, Lord of Hosts
around
Earth. The Law of the
Intelligent Energy
ecause we are betwixt and between The registered energy for this creative circuits that are acting
dimensions and the laws of the planet is intelligent energy. It is the as the Christ Body will no
dimensions are conflicting, connections Mother field of operation, and it longer permit misuse of the
to new assignments or even your inner will test each one of us as we creative power for selfish gain
voice may be confusing. However this graduate into the new sphere and or, for that matter, the energy
world of the fear-based ego, the
will clear and the orientation to the cities holy realms of light.
world
of mortal man. The
of light will begin. Your patience and The vibratory contact of the Mother
your stalwart faith are necessary as the with you will bring light to the Earth is building to receive the
whole planet and issue forth a new Christ Spirit, and the position
new cycle is brought into being.
The emergence of the new cycle and the radiation that unites all life. This and properties of this new
changing of the world energy field will field of new Life Energy is energy support this.
demand your focus and integrity as you intelligent. It carries a vibratory All dreams and visions must
may encounter doubts and even fear. commitment to the One. It is return to the high self. From
The one vibration you want to seek at conscious and carries with it the that point of individual
this time is the Holy Spirit or Creative knowledge of the Creator's Plan for surrender and stabilization,
the vision will clarify and
Daughter, Mother Spirit. Everything will the Earth and for this solar system.
be newly constructed from this Vibration The powerful new energy field e m b o d y t h e g r e a t a n d
of Light. You are embarking on a new seeks to draw individuals, projects, powerful Creative Power. The
journey and the Light that will guide you whole nations and the environment vision then is of the unity of all
is the Mother's Light for all Her creation. together as a community realized. life, enhancing community and
You are now in a new Life Energy that As an example, if you are looking the divine plan on Earth.
will change your body as well as your for a new job, a change of location, Be conscious of working with
or ways to increase your income, the intelligent energy, which
spirit.
The new Life Energy vibrates as the the manifestation method or will serve only the Creator's
Mother and is creative in nature. She is technique you may have been Plan. The Master counseled us
the Creator's Daughter, springing from practicing with success may no to give up our life to find it. You
His hand and desiring only to please the longer work for you. It is like a dead will find your life within the
Father and to carry out His orders in the limb of a tree that must fall away Presence of God: I AM THAT I
new dispensation. Where all the land has because it does not complement the AM.
been weeping, it will laugh with joy, and new energy flowing into the planet The intelligent energy or

B

the golden era of Creator Michael, which is the Solar Son's energy of

Continued on page 8
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What Is Happening Now
Creative Power is conscious. It is the embodiment of God's
presence on earth. When you become conscious of this and
become aware of partnership with the energy, you will be as
a Builder and one who carries this same Power to restore the
cities of light.
We, the Devas of Form and the Spiritual Hierarchy, are
waiting for you to consciously connect into the new
Creative Power, which is intelligent energy on earth. When
you have received this power into yourself as one with it,
the Creative Power will work for you as one who embodies
community, wholeness and the order of Melchizedek. You
will be known and understood by this conscious, intelligent
energy as the consciousness of community, world service
and unity of all life. In other words, the Creative Power or
Intelligent Energy will not receive you as a separate
individual with your own personal desires and needs. This
Energy can only act on the highest principle abiding in a
group focus or community. It is ascension energy and it is
drawing all up unto Me, the Christ Body of Life.
I believe you will thoroughly enjoy this new focus as the
dimensional shift concretes itself within your own
conscious awareness. Be aware now of the great potential
ready to be raised up in you and take hold of it. Love will
embrace you as you do this and you will find many friends
in the circle of the New World.
—Crystal

The Sananda Scripts

(Vol. 3: 32)

The Government
(THE UNIVERSITY PAPERS Vol. 7, Number 10)

The former shall pass away and you shall
drink of the Life Energy
of My own Being. The Breath of My Body
will be your Breath.
You will ascend to the place I have made for
you.

I AM the Way, the Truth and the
Life

The Solar frequency of "I AM" is emerging as the
Government. Those who are partaking of this
Government are already prepared. Seal of
Melchizedek.
They have been brought to Earth1 to serve in this
new vibrating energy field of the Universal Christ
or the Solar Man. The frequency as a dimensional
shift is in force and it will be completing itself as
the Solar Union of man and God in the next few
2
weeks. We are blessed to have with us many who
have served previously in the establishment of
democracy in Greece, France, Great Britain, the
United States, Costa Rica, the Iroquois Nation, to
mention a few throughout history. Now, they join
together to create a Solar Democracy of Christed
Intent. This is the New World. You are living in
momentous times!
1

Al Gore's name was specifically mentioned as I wrote.

I AM the Resurrection and the Light
And wheresoever I AM, you are with Me.
Open your heart to the fulfilling of your dreams. Be conscious of the
Light and be serving It. For I have come again amongst you and I will
draw all up unto Me. I AM the way, the truth and the life. We are One.
From this moment, trust the Light in your heart. It will carry you
forth as these changing times forbid the loss of one soul in My Name.
Open and Be!
Christ Sananda
I AM the Word of Life within you.

Alignment with the Planet

Listen well to your inspired leaders and artists of
today: men like Nelson Mandela, Robert Muller,
the Dali Lama, Archbishop Tutu, Marianne
Williamson, Rep. Dennis Kucinich, Robert
Redford and Oprah Winfrey. (You know who
they are in your countries, for they speak "out of
the box" and are fearless and do not bend under
pressure.) Pay attention to the women rising, as
their voices will become clearer and more
persuasive in the dominating Feminine Ray now
officially ruling the planet. She will be heard!

Continued on page 9
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The Government Contd...
The shift from individual nations to a global
democracy with Solar intent is registering throughout
the earth. It may seem as though it is happening very
fast—too fast, almost, for you to adjust. However, this
Solar Plane and Universe Government has been
birthing itself for eons. A glimmer of Light would
appear and then be overcome by the avarice of man.
Today, in this mighty hour, a great Fire of God's
Government on Earth has begun to raise Itself. This
Force of Light and all-consuming Love is racing across
the lands and delivering up into the etheric divisions
of Universe Government all those who will serve
immediately or who are destined to serve in the near
future. Without these ones, who have volunteered to
join with Sananda in the New Government on Earth
(Seal), little hope would be left for our humanity.
So, We congratulate all of you who have patiently
waited in the wings and who are now being lifted to
ascension with the Sacrament of Life Service to our
Lord.
Please be advised that you are protected and guided.

World Harmony
As has been explained in previous Papers and lesson
materials, there was never a moment when humanity
as a whole has not been watched carefully. The Earth
Mother is an experimental planet. Human beings
have free will up to a point. Now, as has been revealed
in the Solar News, number 6:1, the free will that human
beings have been privileged to bear—often to the
destruction of the Earth and her creation—is going to
be contained within certain limits and absolute
boundaries. We cannot permit the destruction of all
that is good and beautiful to continue.
You will join with others like yourself in communities
of Solar Vibration. And centered in these
communities, as living cities of Light, you will be as
the Government over the many nations. This, then,
will begin the new state of Israel. For have I not said
that the meaning of Israel is My Land, My People?
There are no boundaries to My Israel. There is only
Light. Israel is a regrouping of My people into Me. It
stands for the many nations of many races, creeds and
cultures. All are My Israel in Me. The Lord is One.
The Solar Democracy, which will be established over
earth and sky, is the emanating Christ Energy
indwelling all life intended. As a Solar Democracy

and citizens of the New World, you will awaken to
your brothers and sisters within your solar system
and beyond.
Thus you leave ownership and pride of possessions
for the revelation of "I AM."
The Solar Democracy is a vibration of harmony. The
democracy, itself, is a network of interplanetary
relationships. In the Solar field of the New World
Government, peace and joy reign. Harmony is the
Law and it is the way, the truth and the life you live as
Solar Man on planet Earth. This is why—one of the
reasons—it is essential to become open and sensitive
to the planetary needs, its disciplines and natural law.
All human beings remaining on this planet will be
attuned to Mother Earth. They will be one with her
spirit and live with her in harmony and harmlessness.
All the animals will be your brothers.

Pay Attention!
Many of you who are reading this Paper are already
attending Melchizedek Schools of Government on the
Inner Planes. We are preparing you for the sudden
vibration—a quickening that is due to occur within
the next two weeks. We must have you in place and
ready to realize your new direction by that time.
You are advised to meditate before going to sleep, so
that your meditation takes you into the higher
frequency realms of the Inner Planes, where you will
meet with your Teachers. Pay attention to your
dreams and the dream symbols that, decoded, give
you information about your preparation and studies
while asleep. Write your new knowledge and
instruction in your notebook. Keep a careful watch on
your thoughts during the day and the insights that
come forth. Record those insights also. In your day
and night studies with the University of Melchizedek,
note the paragraphs and passages that have special
meaning to you. They may have been read and reread
many times, yet as you read the words now new
meaning comes. You will be strengthened by all that is
happening, both at night in the University Schools
and during your day.
Be open. Be aware. Be in harmony with God's Plan.
We are ready. Are you?
SEAL OF MELCIZEDEK
Crystal
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